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Video-CMMs,   multi sensor CMMs 



Statement of a multi sensor manufacturer  

(courtesy: Lenz, OGP) 



Laser scanners and fringe projectors 

Courtesy GOM 



Laser scanners and fringe projectors 

Courtesy GOM 



Laser scanners and fringe projectors 

Courtesy GOM 



Laser scanners and fringe projectors 

Courtesy GFM 

Courtesy HEXAGON 



laser tracker “classical”  



laser tracker plus camera with “6 degrees of freedom 
probes” (tactile and optical)  



Photogrammetry 



Optical measuring systems’ verification 

ISO 10360-7 (2011):  video CMMs  

ISO 10360-8 (2013):  CMMs with optical scan heads 

VDI/VDE 2634-3 (2008) : scanners and fringe projectors   

                                                               (multiple sensor placements )  

VDI/VDE 2634-2 (2012):  scanners and fringe projectors  

                                                                             (1 sensor placement) 

ISO 12836 (2012):  dental scanners 

ISO 10369-9 (2013):  multi sensor CMMs 



Optical measuring systems’ verification 

Rules of ISO 10360-7 (2011):  video CMMs  

- 7 lines of verification with each 5 lengths, 3 times measured.  

- Typically line scales are used 

- 2D or 3D specification possible (2D with only 5 measurement lines) 

- Biggest test length > 66% of the length of the each measurement line    

- Stitching allowed to extend range of length standards 

- Bidirectional measurement is default, 

diameter or line width errors may be added to the center line or unidirectional  

length measuring errors to get the bidirectional length measuring errors 
 

- Additional ram-squareness measurements are required if no space-diagonals 

are measured 



Optical measuring systems’ verification 

ISO 10360-8 rules are (similar to those for verification of tactile and video CMMs): 

  

- 7 lines of verification with each 5 lengths, 3 times measured.  

- Typically ball beams with 6 spheres are used.  

- Biggest test length > 66% of the length of the each measurement line.   

- Small-length-errors (bi-directional) added to uni-directional length errors  

- Probing test with test sphere calibrated and measured for diameter too.  
 

- “Representative points” (filtered), 
 

- The sphere shall cover at least 66% of the sensor´s measurement area.  

-   Additionally flats or large balls measured if ball diameter not 66% of field of view 

ISO 10360-8 (2013):  CMMs with optical scan heads 



Optical measuring systems’ verification 

ISO 10360-8 (2013):  CMMs with optical scan heads 



Optical measuring systems’ verification 

VDI/VDE 2634-2 (2012):  scanners and fringe projectors  

                                                                                       (1 sensor placement) 

 

Basic rules : 
 

-   Ball dumbbells serve as length and form test artefacts. 
 

-   They are measured in 7 lines in the measuring volume. 
 

-   The center distance of the balls shall be at least 0.3 times  

     the smallest side length of the measurement volume.   
 

- The diameter of the balls shall be between 0.1 and 0.2 times  

the smallest dimension of the measurement volume. 
 

-    As well: measure flats of a length of at least 0.5 times  

     the smallest side length of the measurement volume. 

 



Optical measuring systems’ verification 

Rules similar to those of  VDI/VDE 2634-2, however: 

 

-  reference ball bars shall be at least 66% of the measuring volume extension 

 

-  ball diameter 0.02 times to 0.2 times the measuring volume extension. 

VDI/VDE 2634-3 (2008) : scanners and fringe projectors  

 -    multi-view measurement  

 -    photogrammetry may be involved to reference different views 



Optical measuring systems’ verification 

- Measure sphere with all n sensors, each with 25 pts;  

filtering according to “normal” use.  
 

- Evaluate common best fit sphere for form and diameter.  

 

- Evaluate n best fit spheres for n center positions and  

                                                     calculate the maximum of ranges in X, Y, Z.      

- 3 test sphere positions with a variation of 50% of all the axes ranges  

                                                                                           (user chooses) 
 

- CMM needs to be specified and tested for length measurement errors 

 for 1 sensor system only (according to ISO 10360-2, -7, -8). 

 

ISO 10360-9 (2013):  Multi Sensor CMMs 

Basic rules (here simplified nomenclature): 



Optical measuring systems’ verification 

ISO 10360-9 (2013):  Multi Sensor CMMs 



Required 7 basic measurement lines  

(Tactile and Video-CMMs specified for volumetric performance) 

Note: For Video CMMs specified only in-plane: measure 2 plane-diagonal lines 



Artefacts for ISO 10360-7  (Video-CMM) 



Multi sensor  

ball beam  

(Mini ESCALON)  

on inclination table 

No direct  

bi-directional 

measurement is 

possible with 

spheres, thus: 

measurement of 

line width- or  

circle-standard  

is required 



Alignment of a line scale 

 



How to measure optical standards (ISO 10360-7)? 



From a certificate (sample)  

of a bi-directionally calibrated line scale 

(equivalent to bi-directional calibration of ball beams) 

Line width standard 



Ball bars for verification of vertical axes of Video CMMs 

                                                    old 

 

 

 

 

                   new            



Ball bars for verification of vertical axes of Video CMMs 

C:/0 ET/00  Artefacts ET/Descriptions/Movies/Mausknochen Z/P1080126.MOV


Ball bars for the verification of vertical axes of Video CMMs 



Volume scattering should be minimized 
 

(as it disturbes/shifts the structured light pattern) 

method 1:  mat metal surface 

method 2:  optically dense ceramics 

method 3:  mat glass  

method 4:  thin mat white layer on opaque underground 



Volume scattering should be minimized 
 

(as it disturbes/shifts the structured light pattern) 

method 1:  mat metal surface 

method 2:  optically dense ceramics 

method 3:  mat glass  

method 4:  thin mat white layer on opaque underground 



Length standard during measurement  

on fringe projection system 



Articulated arm with laser 

line scanner during test 

with a special ball beam as 

a standard 

 

 

Courtesy UNIMETRIK 



probe 1

probe 5

probe 4

probe 3

probe 2

X

Y

Z

            MULTIPLE STYLUS TEST
The same ball, measured with 5 different styli
(or stylus orientations), results in 5 slightly different 
center coordinates. Between the 5 measured 
centers, all 10 distances are calculated. 

Tests for combined use of multiple probes (ISO 10360-9) is 

equivalent to tests for multiple styli (ISO 10360-5) 

    Evaluate for : 

   -   combined form error 

   -   change of position X,Y,Z  

   -   error of combined sphere diameter 

           (diameter of sphere containing all centers) 



Dental master part as defined in ISO 12836 (2012) 

here during calibration 
 



Photogrammetry requires reference artefacts in 

the measurement process and for system 

performance  verification 
 



Photogrammetry artefacts should be optimized for  

1.  target “precision” and 2. “geometric stability” 

=> 1. search for sharp periphery targets,   => 2. neutral line design 
 



Prototypes of photogrammetry artefacts 



Future international tomography standard on performance 

verification should be consistent with standards on other 

measuring equipment => length and form tests 

Examples of existing 

reference artefacts for 

tomography 



Ball beams used as well  

for the verification  

of non-Cartesian measuring systems  

 

(here for laser trackers) 

Disassemblable 

ball bars may be 

equipped as well 

with different 

targets e.g. 

photogrammetry 

targets 



Methods for interim checks by the user 
 

Motto: “Better really check only a few indicative parameters 

than not check an exhaustive/large number of parameters” 



Conclusion 

• The ISO 10360-7 -8 and  -9   are a start for verifying optical CMMs 

 

• Artefacts as requested by these standards are commercially 
available  

 

• Accredited calibration laboratories exist for such artefacts 

 

• More standards of the 10360-xx series are in work 

       -   e.g. for fringe projection systems 

       -   e.g. for tomography systems 

 


